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Abstract
Time-resolved volumetric pressure fields are reconstructed from Lagrangian particle tracking with high seeding concentra-
tion using the Shake-The-Box algorithm in a perpendicular impinging jet flow with exit velocity U = 4 m/s ( Re ∼ 36, 000 ) 
and nozzle-plate spacing H∕D = 5 . Helium-filled soap bubbles are used as tracer particles which are illuminated with pulsed 
LED arrays. A large measurement volume has been covered (cloud of tracked particles in a volume of 54 L, ∼ 180, 000 par-
ticles). The reconstructed pressure field has been validated against microphone recordings at the wall with high correlation 
coefficients up to 0.88. In a reduced measurement volume (13 L), dense Lagrangian particle tracking is shown to be feasable 
up to the maximal possible jet velocity of U = 16 m/s.
1 Introduction
The measurement of the pressure field in turbulent flows is 
of interest, for example, for the estimation of unsteady fluid 
dynamic loads on structures to study aeroelastic problems, 
for the determination of sources of aeroacoustic noise, and 
for the computation of the pressure-diffusion term in the 
transport equation of turbulent kinetic energy. Pressure trans-
ducers and microphones can be used to obtain a local point-
wise measurement of pressure. They are often mounted in 
walls, and also free-field pressure probes exist. However, 
unlike the intrusive measurement with sensors, the pressure 
field is also indirectly accessible through an optical non-
intrusive flow measurement of fields of the material accel-
eration. The pressure gradient and the material acceleration 
are the dominant terms in the momentum equation and, 
therefore, directly linked by this equation. van Oudheusden 
(2013) reviews the development of pressure reconstruction 
from flow measurements that dates back to the year 1935 
and made significant progress in the last two decades, mainly 
based on velocity data of the particle image velocimetry 
(PIV) technique. Recent examples of studies dealing with 
pressure reconstruction from flow measurements include: a 
comparison of stereoscopic and tomographic (tomo) PIV in 
the wake of a square cylinder (de Kat and van Oudheusden 
2012), tomoPIV measurements in a turbulent boundary layer 
(Ghaemi et al. 2012; Pröbsting et al. 2013; Schneiders et al. 
2016), time-resolved tomoPIV around an airfoil (Jeon et al. 
2016), a scanning tomoPIV experiment around a flapping 
wing (Tronchin et al. 2015), a tomoPIV measurement with 
subsequent particle tracking in the wake of a wall-mounted 
cylinder (Schneiders et al. 2016), cf. (Schröder et al. 2011; 
Novara and Scarano 2013), or a measurement of a falling 
sphere with Lagrangian particle tracking (Neeteson et al. 
2016). Most of the studies validate their results against other 
pressure measurements or against theoretical predictions.
Except for the last two, the listed studies are based on 
time-resolved PIV data and consequently obtain the material 
acceleration from the Eulerian velocity field by computing 
the material derivative 휕t퐮 + (퐮 ⋅ ∇)퐮 . A very recent com-
parison of a broad scope of techniques for pressure recon-
struction (van Gent et al. 2017) shows, however, that the 
accuracy of the pressure reconstruction can be considerably 
improved with Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) where the 
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material acceleration is directly obtained from individual 
particle trajectories. For a long time, the number of particles 
that could be tracked with LPT was limited to hundreds or a 
few thousands of particles. Now, a high spatial resolution of 
particle trajectories, necessary to define the pressure gradi-
ent field, can be reached with the Shake-The-Box LPT algo-
rithm (Schanz et al. 2016) that is able to track in the order 
of ∼100,000 particles simultaneously with common 4-meg-
apixel high-speed cameras (Schanz et al. 2016b; Schröder 
et al. 2016; Huhn et al. 2017). In their most recent review 
article on the development of load estimation techniques, 
Rival and van Oudheusden (2017) explicitely propose that 
this new LPT technique will become the new standard for 
instantaneous pressure reconstruction and state its impor-
tance for future measurements of unsteady flows.
A second active field of development for optical flow 
measurement techniques is the attempt to scale up the meas-
urement volume, requiring appropriate tracer particles that 
scatter or reflect enough light for large scale applications. 
Neutrally buoyant helium-filled soap bubbles (HFSBs) are 
tracers for air flows with a large diameter ( ∼ 300 μ m) com-
pared to the standard oil droplets ( ∼ 1 μm). They have first 
been used for large convective flows (Bosbach et al. 2009; 
Kühn et al. 2011), and the technique has increasingly been 
adapted for higher flow speeds in wind tunnels (Scarano 
et al. 2015; Caridi et al. 2016; Schneiders et al. 2016).
In the present study, we combine both techniques, Shake-
The-Box LPT and helium-filled soap bubbles and use high-
power LEDs for pulsed illumination of the bubbles to 
measure the flow of an impinging jet. The impinging jet 
was chosen as a generic flow with substantial pressure fluc-
tuations that has many practical applications and is, there-
fore, well documented in the literature ( e.g., and references 
therein Landreth and Adrian 1990; Tawfek 1996; Violato 
et al. 2012; Carlomagno et al. 2014; Dairay et al. 2016). The 
present wall allows for the installation of microphones for 
a validation of the pressure reconstruction. The study has 
two objectives, first, we show the applicability of LPT with 
LED illuminated HFBSs in a large volume for higher flow 
velocities than in previous experiments (Huhn et al. 2017), 
and second, we validate the reconstructed pressure field. We 
achieve a measurement volume of 54 L for a jet velocity of 
U = 4 m/s and a rectangular volume of 13 L at U = 16 m/s 
with a reduced field-of-view due to frame rate limitations. 
To the best knowledge of the authors, the reconstructed volu-
metric pressure field with a volume of 30 L is the largest 
reported so far (cf. van Oudheusden 2013; Schneiders et al. 
2016; Rival and van Oudheusden 2017). The high correla-
tion coefficients (up to R = 0.88 for the inner microphone 
position, ⟨R⟩ = 0.77 as an average over all three micro-
phone positions) between the reconstructed pressure field 
and the microphone pressure signals show that the dominant 
pressure fluctuations of the flow can be reliably obtained 
from the LPT flow measurement even in such large volumes.
The paper is organized as follows. The experiment and 
the techniques for pressure reconstruction are described in 
Sect. 2. Section 3 comprises the results including a discus-
sion of the pressure reconstruction and the validation. We 
conclude with a summary in Sect. 4.
2  Data and methods
2.1  Experimental setup
An air jet generated by an 8-bladed fan with stators (PHYWE 
- 02742-93, upper and lower screen removed) impinges on 
a flat acrylic glass plate at an angle of 휃 = 90◦ . The flow is 
seeded with HFSBs with a diameter of 300–500 μm depend-
ing on the air pressure supplied to the generator (LaVision 
HFSB generator, 10 nozzles). The seeding nozzles are 
directed towards the intake of the fan to ensure a sufficient 
seeding concentration within the jet. In our measurements, 
the volume fraction of the seeding is in the order of 0.005% . 
Interestingly, Bellani et  al. (2012); Caridi et  al. (2016) 
find that a volume fraction of 0.14% of spherical particle 
reduces the turbulent kinetic energy in a turbulent flow by 
15% . Since our volume fraction is 30× lower, we consider 
this effect as negligible for our study, especially consider-
ing the large-scale character of the measured pressure fluc-
tuations. For a single measurement run, the flow chamber 
was seeded in advance for a time > 5 min and the seeding 
generator was left running during the measurement. The 
HFSBs are illuminated by two different pulsed LED arrays 
from above through the acrylic glass plate. The central jet 
core is illuminated by a circular array of 150 high power 
LEDs, operated at a current of 20 A. Two arrays of 42 LEDs 
each (HARDsoft Microprocessor Systems) operated at 90 A 
(voltage 44 V) illuminate an area of ∼ 200 mm in depth and 
∼ 450 mm in radial direction along the glass plate. Both 
LED arrays are equipped with collimating lenses on top of 
each single LED. They are operated at 10% duty cycle. A 
mirror plate below the fan is used to increase the illumina-
tion by backreflection.
The measurement volume, extending from the wall to the 
fan nozzle exit (530 mm in streamwise direction) is imaged 
by six high-speed cameras (PCO dimax S4 and LaVision 
Imager pro HS 4M). The cameras are positioned in an in-
line configuration and oriented in a way that those lines-of-
sight imaging the wall surface are tangential to the flat plate. 
For the calibration of the cameras, a large 2D calibration 
target ( 77 × 95 cm2 , black dots, diameter 10 mm, spacing 
45 mm) on a translation stage is aligned with the center-
line of the jet and is translated −100 mm and +100 mm in 
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z-direction. Volume self-calibration (VSC) (Wieneke 2008) 
is used to refine the camera calibration. The experimental 
setup is shown in Fig.1 and the main properties of the setup 
are listed in Table 1.
2.2  Lagrangian particle tracking
Lagrangian tracks of the seeding particles are reconstructed 
from the particle images with the Shake-The-Box (STB) 
Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) method introduced by 
Schanz et al. (2013a, 2016). The algorithm uses the time 
information of Lagrangian particle tracks by extrapolating 
already established particle tracks to the subsequent time 
step. In this way, a good prediction of the majority of parti-
cle positions can be obtained that is close to the real particle 
distribution. The predicted three-dimensional particle posi-
tions are projected onto the camera images and only have 
to be corrected slightly with an image matching technique 
(’shaking’ the particles to their real position). For this pur-
pose, the possibly anisotropic intensity distribution of the 
particle images are modeled with a locally adapted optical 
transfer function that is calibrated by a parametrization of a 
2D Gaussian based on the results of a volume self calibration 
(VSC) step (Schanz et al. 2013b). In combination with the 
prediction, iterative particle reconstruction (IPR) (Wieneke 
2013) greatly simplifes the complexity of the reconstruction 
problem and allows to handle high seeding concentrations 
(Schröder et al. 2014; Schanz et al. 2016; Kähler et al. 2016; 
Huhn et al. 2017).
Particle tracks with discrete positions are fit with a con-
tinuous function consisting of cubic B-splines (TrackFit, 
Gesemann et al. (2016)). The coefficient for the smooth-
ing term in the cost function is based on the cross-over fre-
quency of the particle position frequency spectrum and is 
chosen such that particle tracks are low-pass filtered with 
a cut-off frequency of 0.3fNy with the Nyquist frequency 
fNy . Velocity and acceleration are obtained as the tempo-
ral derivatives of the continuous B-spline function. The 
uncertainty of the particle position can be read from the 
noise level in the frequency spectrum of raw particle tra-
jectories. For U = 4 m/s, it is 휖x ∼ 30 μ m. With a model for 
the position frequency spectrum, the uncertainties of posi-
tion, velocity and acceleration of the fitted trajectories can 
be estimated as 휖x = 16 μ m ( ∼ 0.05 pixels), 휖v = 0.01m∕ s 
and 휖a = 14m∕s2 . The model assumes white measurement 
noise and a f −3 decay of the position signal, corresponding 
to a particle motion with temporally uncorrelated jolt 휕3
t
퐱퐩(t) 
(Gesemann et al. 2016).
2.3  Pressure reconstruction from LPT
Pressure fields are reconstructed from velocity and accelera-
tion data with the interpolation scheme FlowFit (Gesemann 
et al. 2016). The interpolated fields are represented as a dense 
grid of cubic B-splines with a step width of Δx = 3 mm, half 
the mean particle distance of 6 mm, corresponding to a particle 
density of 0.125 particles per B-spline cell [ppc]. The B-spline 
coefficients are found by a fit to the scattered data. The cost 
Fig. 1  Experimental setup. a Camera setup and flow chamber. b Jet nozzle and impinging jet seeded with HFSB tracers. At the top, the locations 
of the three microphones in the impingement plate appear as bright dots
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function includes terms for spatial smoothing and for a regu-
larization of the solution with additional physical constraints. 
Two reconstruction strategies, denoted pot and div2, differing 
in complexity of the involved data and in the applied regulari-
zations, are chosen and compared below. The nomenclature 
follows Gesemann et al. (2016), see their Table 1.
In the first approach (pot), only the acceleration data is used 
to reconstruct the pressure field. It is assumed that the viscous 
term is negligible which is generally justified for high Reyn-
olds number flows, such that the momentum equation reads
The potential P, the pressure, is fit to its gradient field given 
by the measured acceleration by solving a linear system of 
equations. Apart from the difference between interpolant and 
data, the cost function also includes a smoothing term that 
penalizes high curvature of the pressure field.
In the second approach (div2), both measured fields, veloc-
ity and acceleration, and the full momentum equation
(1)휌퐚 = −∇P.
coupling both measured quantities, 퐮 and 퐚 , are considered 
for the pressure reconstruction. The two fields 퐮 and P are 
used as fit variables. Acceleration is expressed in terms 
of 퐮 and P by Eq. (2). The velocity field is regularized by 
∇ ⋅ 퐮 = 0 . Combining the further condition ∇ ⋅ 휕퐮∕휕t = 0 
with the material derivative and the momentum equation 
(2) leads to the condition ΔP + ∇ ⋅ ((퐮 ⋅ ∇)퐮) = 0 for the 
two fit variables. This last condition is quadratic in 퐮 and 
leads to a non-linear optimization problem which is solved 
with a Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno 
(L-BFGS) solver (see Gesemann et al. 2016 for details).
According to Eqs. (1) and (2), the pressure fields are only 
determined up to an integration constant, the arbitrary pressure 
offset. Commonly, the pressure offset for the pressure time 
series is defined by requiring the mean pressure to be zero for 
all times in a reference region with vanishing flow (Fig. 4). 
Due to the large measurement volume, comprising the jet and 
the wall region, a quiescent flow region is also contained in 
the reconstructed volume.
For a comparison with microphone pressure, the pressure 
field reconstructed from LPT measurements is interpolated to 
the microphone positions. To define the exact positions of the 
microphones, special aluminum insets with small glossy tips 
have been machined and placed into the microphones holes. 
Illuminating them individually and taking images with the 
calibrated cameras allowed for a triangulation of the micro-
phone positions and also determined the wall position up to 
an uncertainty of 1 mm.
Imposing boundary conditions (BC) on the wall is a com-
mon way to include additional physical information into the 
interpolated fields. For wall pressure, the choice of the wall 
boundary conditions may be critical for an accurate recon-
struction. We verify the influence of two different boundary 
conditions on the quality of wall pressure reconstruction. 
The sample volume for the FlowFit interpolation is chosen to 
extend 20 mm beyond the wall where no flow data is available. 
The wall corresponds to the x-z plane at y = 0 (see Fig. 4).
With BC open, we denote the case where the volume 
beyond the wall is left empty, such that the extrapolated solu-
tion is not supported by measured data points beyond the wall, 
but is still penalized with the above mentioned constraints.
With BC sym, we denote symmetric boundary conditions, 
i.e., the measured flow quantities 퐮 and 퐚 are mirrored about 
the wall, i.e., about the x–z plane. To this end, we introduce 
virtual particles beyond the wall with velocity
and acceleration
(2)휌퐚 = −∇P + 휇Δ퐮
(3)[ux, uy, uz](0 < y < +30mm) = [ux,−uy, uz](−y)
(4)[ax, ay, az](0 < y < +30mm) = [ax,−ay, az](−y).
Table 1  Parameters of the experimental setup
Impinging jet
 Fan PHYWE-02742-93
 Nozzle diameter D [mm] 110
 Nozzle-plate spacing H / D [1] 5
 Impact angle [ ◦] 90
 Central jet velocity U [m/s] ∼1.0/4.0/16.0
Flow measurement
 Camera type 6× PCO dimax HS4
 Frame rate f [kHz] 1.25/1.0/3.9
 Camera resolution [pixel] 2016 × 2016/576 × 1728
 Meas. vol. convex hull [L] 54
 Meas. vol. rectangular [mm] 400 × 500 × 150 , 30 L
 Lenses 50 mm Zeiss Contax
 Lens aperture F# 11
 Scheimpflug adapter none
 Magnification 0.035
 Pixel size in meas. vol. [ μm] ∼310
 Illumination high-power LED array
 LED exposure time [ μs] 100/50/27
 Seeding HFSB
 Seeding diameter dp [ μm] 300
 # tracked particles np 180,000
 Mean inter-particle distance [mm] 6
 Seeding density on sensor [ppp] ∼0.05
 FlowFit grid step [mm] 3
 FlowFit grid density [ppc] 0.125
Microphones
 Microphone type 3× 1/4”, G.R.A.S. 40BF
 Sampling frequency fm [kHz] 250
 Lateral position from center [D] 1, 2, 3
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These boundary conditions correspond to setting the normal 
vector components of velocity and acceleration to zero at the 
wall, uy|w = 0 and ay|w = 0 , where the w-subscript denotes 
the evaluation at the wall. For the simpler momentum Eq. 
(1) this translates to the condition 휕yP|w = 0 . This is in line 
with the observation that in a turbulent boundary layer the 
pressure at a small distance to the wall is a good estimate for 
the wall pressure itself (Pröbsting et al. 2013).
Assuming unrealistically that the measurement resolves 
the flow and its boundary layer microscopically, a further 
natural choice for the boundary conditions would be to set 
all vector components of velocity and acceleration to zero at 
the wall, 퐮|w = ퟎ and 퐚|w = ퟎ . However, with the momentum 
Eq. (1) this implies ∇P|w = 0 , and with the momentum Eq. 
(2) this implies ∇P|w = 휇 휕2y퐮|w . Both conditions are trou-
blesome, in the first case, because we expect the pressure 
gradient tangential to the wall to be non-zero, and in the 
second case, because the spatial resolution of the velocity 
field does not allow to evaluate its second spatial derivative 
close to the wall. In both cases, the pressure gradient at the 
wall would be significantly underestimated. In the follow-
ing, we, therefore, only consider the boundary conditions 
BC open and BC sym.
2.4  Pressure uncertainty
Given an error estimate for the measured acceleration, 
the uncertainty of the reconstructed pressure field can be 
estimated by taking into account the integration step in 
the wavenumber spectrum. We assume the noise on the 
acceleration values to be independent of the position in the 
measurement volume and independent of the acceleration 
value itself. Additionally, the uncertainty of adjacent parti-
cle positions is independent thus also the uncertainty of the 
measured acceleration 퐧(퐱) is spatially uncorrelated. It is, 
therefore, assumed to have a white wavenumber spectrum |ñi(퐤)|2 = 𝜂2 = const , with the tilde sign denoting the Fou-
rier transform. Then, the measurement data is a superposi-
tion of the true signal 휌 퐚 and the noise 퐧 , and after integra-
tion, the resulting pressure field is a superposition of the true 
pressure field P and the scalar noise field N(퐱)
Having an estimate for the variance of the noise field 퐧 , 
휎2
n
 , we attempt to derive an estimate for the variance of the 
integrated field N, 휎2
N
 , i.e., the error is propagated through 
the integration step. We assume that the known variance of 
the acceleration 휎2
n
 corresponds to the wavenumber band 
[k1, k2] in the spatial spectrum that can be resolved with our 
measurement. Then, the constant power spectral density of 
the white noise is obtained by dividing the variance 휎2
n
 with 
the spectral volume of the spectral band
(5)휌 퐚 + 퐧 = −∇(P + N).
The noise field N is obtained from its gradient 퐧 by integra-
tion in Fourier space (cf. Huhn et al. 2016),
Due to the projection onto the k-vector, only the irrotational 
(curl-free, longitudinal) component of the noise is being 
integrated. The power spectrum of the noise field is
with k ≡ |퐤| . When integrating over a spherical shell in the 
wavenumber space, the integral over the second term in 
Eq. (8) vanishes and the variance of the noise field is
The spectral band [k1, k2] is set to a range from the Nyquist 
frequency corresponding to the mean particle distance, 
휆2 = 12 mm, to a typical domain size, 휆1 = 200 mm, i.e., 
[k1, k2] = [31, 524] rad/m. Inserting the error of the gradi-
ent field, 휎n = 휌휖a = 16.8 Pa/m (Sect. 2.2), Eq. (9) yields 
휎N = 0.05 Pa. There is a dependence of this error estimate 
mainly on the upper cutoff frequency k2 , but the uncertainty 
of the pressure field remains in the order of 휎N ∼ 0.1 Pa. This 
uncertainty seems rather small and would correspond to a 
dynamic pressure range of ∼ 60:1. However, it is a rough 
estimate and additional error sources may exist. On one 
hand, aliasing due to undersampling of small flow structures 
possibly leads to an additional error that is exluded in the 
above value. On the other hand, the physical regularizations 
in the FlowFit procedure (Sect. 2.3) may reduce the error in 
the pressure reconstruction.
A more precise measurement error of the pressure field 
would be different for each scattered sample point, depend-
ing, for example, on the local quality of the particle image 
and on the length of the trajectory. The error propagation 
through the FlowFit interpolation scheme depends on a 
number of parameters and the chosen boundary conditions. 
An alternative way to assess the reliability of the pressure 
reconstruction is the direct validation of the pressure field 
against microphone recordings, see Sect. 3.2.3.
(6)휂2 =
3휎2
n
4휋(k3
1
− k3
2
)
.
(7)Ñ(퐤) = 퐤 ⋅
�∇N
i|퐤|2 = 퐤 ⋅ �퐧i|퐤|2 =
𝜂(kx + ky + kz)
i|퐤|2 .
(8)|Ñ(퐤)|2 = 𝜂2(k−2 + 2kxky + 2kxkz + 2kykz
k4
)
,
(9)
𝜎2
N
≡ �
k2
|퐤|=k1
|Ñ(퐤)|2퐝퐤 = 𝜂2 �
k2
k1
k−2퐝퐤 = 3
k2 − k1
k3
2
− k3
1
𝜎2
n
.
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2.5  Microphone pressure recordings
Three high-precision condenser microphones (G.R.A.S. 
40BF 1/4”, diameter of diaphragm 5.9 mm) with removed 
protection grid are flush mounted in the impinging plate at 
distances of 1D, 2D and 3D from the jet center. The fre-
quency response is flat ( ±2 dB) in the range from 4 Hz to 
100 kHz. Microphone data is recorded with a 16-bit VIPER-
48 (gbm) multi-channel acquisition system at a frequency 
of 250 kHz, high-pass filtered with a 1.5 Hz cut-off fre-
quency. Pressure time series are obtained by multiplying 
the recorded voltage with the individual sensitivities of each 
mircophone from its technical data sheet without further cal-
ibration. Microphone recordings are synchronized with the 
flow measurement by recording the trigger (enable) signal of 
the LED illumination on an additional channel. Noise from 
the fan and its motor is the main source of uncertainties of 
the microphone pressure signal. However, in the relevant fre-
quency range of 5–150 Hz, the signal to noise ratio has been 
measured to be in the order of 104 , i.e., the amplitude error 
of the microphone pressure signal is ∼ 1% and therefore neg-
ligible w.r.t. the accuracy discussed below. We, therefore, 
consider the microphone pressure signal as local reference 
data without significant error.
3  Results
3.1  Flow field
The velocity field of the impinging jet is presented for 
the slowest and fastest measured jet velocity, U = 1 m/s 
and U = 16 m/s. The slow case is recorded at a frame rate 
of 1.25 kHz with an LED pulse width of 100 μ s. For the 
fast case, both parameters are adjusted to a frame rate of 
3.9 kHz with an LED pulse width of 27 μ s, to avoid streaks 
in the particle images and to reliably track also the fast-
est particles. For the short LED pulse width, the size of 
the HFSB tracers is increased to a diameter of ∼ 500 μ m, 
to increase the reflected light intensity. To reach the high 
recording frequency, the camera resolution has to be reduced 
to 576 × 1728 pixels. 190,000 particles can be tracked for 
the slow case in a volume of 54 L, and 40,000 for the fast 
case in a volume of 13 L. An example of the reconstructed 
particle tracks is shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows vortical 
structures in the slow and fast flow field represented by the 
Q-criterium. The FlowFit interpolation scheme with the div2 
Navier-Stokes regularization has been used to fit the scat-
tered velocity and acceleration data. Velocity gradients are 
derived directly from the B-spline coefficients of the con-
tinuous interpolant. For the slow case, coherent extended 
Fig. 2  Particle tracks with nine 
successive time-steps, color-
coded by y-velocity for two jet 
flow velocities ( U = 1 m/s, left 
and U = 16 m/s, right). The 
detailed view for 1 m/s shows a 
central slice of 20 mm thickness 
at the impinging point
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vortical structures can be resolved in the shear layer and 
in the wall jet region. For the fast case, the spatial resolu-
tion limits the representation of small connected vortical 
structures.
For each tracked particle, its position, velocity and accel-
eration is obtained with a known uncertainty. From the 
frequency spectrum of the particle trajectories, the uncer-
tainties can be estimated as 휖x = 8 μ m, 휖v = 0.002m∕ s 
and 휖a = 0.8m∕s2 , for the slow case, and 휖x = 28 μ m, 
휖v = 0.070m∕ s and 휖a = 375m∕s2 , for the fast case. This 
corresponds to a dynamic velocity range of ∼550:1 and ∼
230:1, for the slow and the fast case, and a dynamic accelera-
tion range of ∼20:1 and ∼10:1.
3.2  Pressure
3.2.1  Mean field and fluctuations
For the reconstruction of the pressure field, we focus on 
the experimental results with a jet velocity of U = 4 m/s 
recorded at 1 kHz. For this velocity, we can expect more 
pronounced pressure fluctuations than for the slower velocity 
of U = 1 m/s, while the appearing flow structures can be bet-
ter resolved spatially and temporally with the installed meas-
urement equipment than in the extreme case at U = 16 m/s. 
The entire volume occupied with roughly 180,000 tracked 
particles reaches 54 L when measured with a convex hull 
approach. Figure 4 shows a central slice in a rectangular 
volume of 30 L ( 400 × 500 × 150mm3 ) that fits well within 
the particle cloud and is used as the sample volume for the 
pressure reconstruction with FlowFit. The pressure field 
Fig. 3  Representation of the 
measured velocity field for jet 
velocities of 1 m/s (left) and 16 
m/s (right). Isosurfaces of the 
Q-criterion (left: Q = 500 s−2 , 
right: Q = 150, 000 s−2 ) show 
the vortical structures. Views 
from above the impinging plate 
(top, colour coded by x-veloc-
ity) and from the side (bottom, 
colour coded by y-velocity) are 
provided
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gives an overview of the flow geometry. In the shear layer 
at the nozzle radius of the jet ( x∕D = 0.5 ), strong pressure 
fluctuations develop due to large vortices, ( cf. transitional 
jet in Schanz et al. 2016; Huhn et al. 2016). The vortices 
are advected upwards and impact on the wall at x∕D ∼ 0.5 
leading to strong pressure fluctuations at the position of 
microphone 1 (black dot). Further outwards, following the 
flow in radial direction, the chain of alternating high and 
low pressure regions continues along the wall adjacent to 
microphone 2 and 3. The stagnation region with high pres-
sure (maximum fluctuations reaching ∼ 12 Pa) is a distinct 
feature in the pressure field. The rectangular box (extension 
in z-direction: 1D) marks the region of negligible flow which 
is used as a reference for the absolute pressure. It is assumed 
that the spatial mean of pressure over the box is constant in 
time. The mean pressure over the box is set to be zero at each 
time step by subtracting the spatial mean value over the box 
from the entire pressure field.
The radial distribution of wall pressure and its fluctua-
tions is a standard measure to characterize impinging jets 
(e.g., Tawfek (1996); Peper et  al. (1997); Guerra et  al. 
(2005); Krishna (2012)) which is directly related to the 
loads on the wall. In Fig. 5, we show the measured radial 
profiles of pressure and its fluctuations. The radial pressure 
profile (Fig. 5a) coincides very well with a Gaussian curve 
(blue line) where the pressure field is normalized with the 
value at the stagnation point, i.e., Cp = P(r)∕Pst . A Gauss-
ian profile is expected for a plane (2D) jet (Tu and Wood 
1996 and references therein). For a circular jet, Tawfek 
(1996); Peper et al. (1997); Guerra et al. (2005); Krishna 
(2012) show pressure profiles that appear to be Gaussian, 
but unfortunately they have not attempted to fit their data 
with a Gaussian profile. The width of our Gaussian radial 
profile 2휎∕D = 1.18 is lower than reported for plane jets (Tu 
and Wood 1996 their Fig. 6). Since the microphones only 
Fig. 4  Central slice of an instantaneous pressure field P(x) [Pa] at 
U = 4m/s with microphone positions (black circles) and the reference 
region for the pressure offset (rectangle). Unlike the colormap, con-
tour lines are plotted in the range [−8, 8] Pa and show the structure of 
the high pressure region around the stagnation point
Fig. 5  Statistics of the wall pressure field at U = 4m/s: a radial profile 
of the mean pressure coefficient Cp = ⟨P(r)⟩∕Pst with fitted Gaussian 
curve. b Fluctuations of the pressure coefficient 휎Cp(r) ( ⋅ ) and fluc-
tuations of the microphone signal ( ◦ ). c Probability distribution func-
tions of the wall pressure at selected radial locations. Data shown is 
based on 980 consecutive frames
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measure the fluctuating pressure, a direct comparison is not 
possible for the mean pressure profile.
The fluctuations of the wall pressure (Fig. 5b) show the 
typical peak at r∕D = 0.5 where the flow structures of the 
shear layer impinge on the wall. Such a peak can also be 
adumbrated in the data of (Hall and Ewing (2006) their 
Fig. 2). More detailed profiles of pressure fluctuations for 
varying Reynolds number are reported by Krishna (2012) 
at H∕D = 4 . However, their primary peak is located fur-
ther outwards at r∕D > 1 for Re = 20, 000 . The secondary 
peak they see for a highly turbulent jet ( Re = 50, 000 ) is 
absent in our data. Both differences could be a consequence 
of our turbulent inflow conditions induced by the fan that 
are not clearly characterized. Pressure fluctuations from 
the microphones are also shown in Fig. 5b and indicate an 
underestimation of the wall pressure fluctuations by the 
LPT measurements of ∼ 12% on average, possibly due to 
undersampling of the small turbulent scales. The probability 
distribution functions of pressure at selected locations are 
shown in Fig. 5c. The mean value has been subtracted to 
ease the comparison of the distributions. Apart from some 
apparent negative skewness, that is difficult to assess on the 
limited present data basis, the pdfs are close to Gaussian 
distributions and are therefore in the first order character-
ized by the pressure mean and the pressure variance shown 
above. For the DNS of a channel flow, Kim (1989) reports 
negative skewness of up to −1 for the pressure fluctuations 
in the center of the channel, while at the walls the skew-
ness tends to zero. Negative skewness means that a smaller 
part of the fluid with large negative pressure fluctuations 
is balanced by a larger part of the fluid with less intense 
positive pressure fluctuations. This is potentially induced 
by vortices with pronounced localized low pressure cores 
(cf. Kim (1989) and references therein). Thus, the presence 
of prominent vortices close to the wall in our experiment 
could explain the tendency of negative skewness in the wall 
pressure distributions.
In general, STB Lagrangian particle tracking with high 
seeding densities is well suited for the measurement of mean 
fields in the flow. Bin averaging of velocity and accelera-
tion, that are accurately measured based on single trajecto-
ries with subpixel accuracy, yields the mean fields (Schröder 
et al. 2014). Due to the large number of particles, a high 
spatial resolution (small bins) of the mean fields and a small 
uncertainty (many particles per bin) can be reached with 
reasonable experimental effort. Due to the high position 
accuracy, the mean acceleration field can be obtained close 
to walls, such that mean wall pressure fields on aerodynamic 
models are obtained by a simple integration of the mean 
acceleration field.
3.2.2  Different boundary conditions and regularizations
The availability of accurate pressure time series from the 
microphone measurement allows for an assessment of the 
different boundary conditions and regularizations of the 
pressure reconstruction with FlowFit. The four tested cases 
are listed in Table 2. Exemplarily, Fig. 6a–d shows instanta-
neous wall-normal central slices of the pressure field in the 
region around the microphones. In the particle-filled flow 
region below the wall, the pressure field is similar for all 
reconstructions. To implement the boundary conditions at 
the wall, a virtual pressure field is also inevitably extrapo-
lated beyond the wall with the reconstruction scheme Flow-
Fit. This virtual extrapolated field shows more pronounced 
differences for the different reconstruction strategies. The 
most distinct feature are large amplitudes that are gener-
ated above the wall in Case 2. The potential impact of these 
artifacts on the wall pressure encouraged this comparison 
and the implementation of the symmetric boundary condi-
tions that are obvious in Fig. 6c and d. Profiles of the wall 
pressure show the influence of the different reconstruction 
strategies in Fig. 6e. The differences between the cases in 
the order of ∼ 0.5 Pa are not drastic but notable. Another 
view on the wall pressure field is provided in Fig. 7. The 
large pressure structures that are elongated in cross-stream 
direction and induced by vortices from the jet’s shear layer 
advecting along the wall, have a similar shape in all cases. 
Differences can be observed mainly for small structures (cf. 
also Fig. 6e).
To validate the different reconstruction strategies against 
the microphone measurements, we compute the Pearson 
correlation coefficient R = ⟨P1(t)P2(t)⟩∕(휎1휎2) for the two 
time series, the pressure estimation from flow measurement 
P1(t) and the pressure recorded from the microphones P2(t) 
with their standard deviations 휎1 and 휎2 . Both pressure time 
series have first been filtered using a Butterworth filter with 
bandpass range [3,150] Hz, the lower limit removing small 
frequencies and the upper limit corresponding to the low-
pass cutoff frequency of the LPT trajectories when fit with a 
B-spline curve (TrackFit). Then, the microphone data have 
been downsampled to the LPT frequency by linear interpo-
lation. Table 2 summarizes the correlation coefficients for 
Table 2  Correlation coefficients between LPT based wall pressure 
and microphone pressure for different settings of the interpolation 
scheme FlowFit
Case # (BC, FlowFit settings) Mic1 Mic2 Mic3
1 (BC open, pot) 0.88 0.80 0.66
2 (BC open, div2) 0.88 0.77 0.62
3 (BC sym, pot) 0.88 0.78 0.62
4 (BC sym, div2) 0.88 0.81 0.63
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the three microphones. For all microphones, the obtained 
correlation coefficients suggest that the different bound-
ary conditions and regularizations play a minor role for the 
reconstruction of the pressure field. At least, the small differ-
ences visible in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 do not significantly change 
the agreement between LPT and microphone pressure. The 
small scale differences have high temporal frequencies that 
are filtered out by the bandpass filter. Note for the evaluation 
of these results that the presented correlation coefficients are 
based on a time series of 990 frames and their uncertainty 
can be estimated to be in the order of ∼ 0.03 . Also modifying 
the bandpass range and other details of the filter can alter the 
coefficients by up to 0.05.
3.2.3  Validation with microphone pressure
The comparison of the two pressure time series in Fig. 8 
visualizes the agreement between microphone pressure and 
Fig. 6  Lateral central slice of 
the pressure field P(퐱) [Pa] 
at U = 4m/s for four different 
FlowFit conditions: a pot, BC 
open, b div2, BC open, c pot, 
BC symmetric, d div2, BC 
symmetric. The wall is drawn as 
a black line. Range of contour 
lines [−6, 6] Pa with increment 
0.2 Pa. e Pressure profiles along 
the wall
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LPT pressure in a direct way. The pressure offset (black 
curve) is almost constant and can be ruled out as a reason 
for the discrepancy between both signals. We show the data 
obtained with the Case 4 FlowFit setting. With this setting, 
as for the other cases, we obtain a high correlation coef-
ficient of R = 0.88 for microphone 1. This value is among 
the highest reported in literature for pressure reconstruc-
tion from a flow measurement. de Kat and van Oudheusden 
(2012) obtain a correlation coefficient of 0.98 with stereo 
PIV on the side wall of a square cylinder with a well-defined 
single-frequency pressure fluctuation due to regular vortex 
shedding at 20 Hz. On the base-wall facing the wake, their 
correlation coefficient decreases to 0.65 with stereo PIV and 
0.70 with tomoPIV. The correlation coefficients of similar 
measurements (Ghaemi et al. 2012; Pröbsting et al. 2013; 
Schneiders et al. 2016) are generally lower, rather in the 
range 0.6 − 0.7 , admittedly under partly challenging multi-
scale flow conditions (wake, turbulent boundary layer) while 
Fig. 7  Wall pressure field at 
U = 4m/s for four different 
FlowFit conditions: a pot, BC 
open, b div2, BC open, c pot, 
BC symmetric, d div2, BC sym-
metric. The same time step as 
in Fig. 6 is shown. Black circles 
represent the microphones with 
a representative size. Range of 
contour lines [−6, 6] Pa with 
increment 0.2 Pa
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using different experimental techniques (2D PIV, tomoPIV, 
tomoPTV) and smaller measurement volumes than in our 
experiment. Similar to deKat(2012), the quality of our pres-
sure reconstruction depends on the location in the flow. The 
correlation coefficient decreases with increasing distance 
from the center (Table 2, Fig. 8) and drops to 0.63 for the 
outermost microphone 3. This can be explained by the decay 
of the large vortical structures generated in the shear layer 
of the jet. At microphone 1, these structures induce low-
frequency pressure fluctuations with peak amplitudes of 
up to 2 Pa (Fig. 8a) that are spatially and temporally well 
resolved by the LPT flow measurement. As the large struc-
tures decay in the wall jet region, so do the strong pressure 
fluctuations (Figs. 5b, 9) and the remaining pressure signal 
is increasingly underresolved with the present large scale 
measurement setup.
To some extend, the uncertainty of the reconstructed pres-
sure field can be quantified based on the difference between 
both pressure data sets in Fig. 8. The standard deviation 
of the difference signal is 0.36 Pa, 0.30 Pa, and 0.26 Pa, 
for microphone 1, 2 and 3. Assuming that the microphone 
recording has a negligible uncertainty, the magnitude of 
the difference signal can be interpreted as an uncertainty 
of the pressure field. This uncertainty of ∼ 0.3 Pa is clearly 
higher than the value of ∼ 0.1 Pa derived in Sect. 2.2 from 
the uncertainty of the acceleration data. It seems that some 
uncertainty is added during the step of pressure reconstruc-
tion with FlowFit. A dependence of the pressure reconstruc-
tion on the chosen boundary conditions, for example, can be 
seen in Fig. 6e. Partly, the larger uncertainty obtained here 
can be ascribed to the observed underestimation of pressure 
by the flow measurement, observable in Figs. 5b, 8, and 10.
Figure 9 shows the dominant pressure fluctuations in a 
space-time plot along a radial section at the wall at z = 0 . 
From the impingement region at x∕D = 0.5 , the fluctuations 
propagate outwards at a velocity of roughly 2.5 m/s (dashed 
line). This velocity corresponds to the mean radial velocity 
of the wall jet at a distance of 0.1 D from the wall (cf. suppl. 
data), where the dominant high and low pressure regions 
are located (Fig. 6). The propagating pressure fluctuations 
weaken and decelerate, visible as a bending of their trace 
in the space-time plot. The deceleration of the wall jet with 
Fig. 8  Direct comparison of pressure time series of the three micro-
phones (red) and the reconstructed pressure from LPT (blue) at U = 4
m/s. The pressure offset is shown in black. Data is shown for the 
reconstruction with Case 4 FlowFit settings (cf. Table 2). Both pres-
sure time series are bandpass filtered in the range [3, 150] Hz
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increasing radial distance from the center can also be seen 
in the mean radial velocity field (suppl. data).
The amplitude frequency spectra 휎p(f ) in Fig. 10 are 
computed from unfiltered data (microphone data down-
sampled) with Welch’s method (overlap 50%, window 
100 time steps). The peak at 10 − 20 Hz at microphone 1 
and 2 corresponds to the frequency of the dominant pres-
sure fluctuations in Fig. 9 with a frequency of ∼ 16 Hz. 
In the range of dominant pressure fluctuations, the LPT 
pressure underestimates the microphone pressure by a 
fairly constant rms ratio of 0.7 that could be due to spatial 
smoothing effects in the FlowFit interpolation. For higher 
frequencies, both spectra overlap. The spectra decay with 
an approximate slope of −1 (dashed line). Although not 
directly applicable to the geometry of present flow with 
its wall jet, it should be mentioned that the − 1 slope is 
expected for the overlap range in the frequency pressure 
spectrum of a turbulent boundary layer (see discussion 
and references in Goody 2004; Pröbsting et al. 2013). For 
microphone 3, an overestimation of the pressure fluctua-
tions around 100 Hz can be observed.
The coherence spectra or cross power spectral density 
CP1P2 = 휎P1P2∕
√
휎P1휎P2  in Fig. 11 with the crosscorrelation 
spectrum 휎P1P2 show the correlation of both time series 
depending on frequency. For microphone 1, the coherence 
has a plateau at CP1P2 > 0.9 over a range from 15 to 60 Hz. 
Over the range [5, 150] Hz the coherence is above 0.5. For 
the other two microphones, the coherence is lower for high 
frequencies while still reaching high coherence values of 
CP1P2 > 0.8 for low frequencies of ∼ 10 Hz.
4  Discussion and summary
In the presented measurement, we are able to reconstruct the 
instantaneous pressure field in a larger volume compared 
to previous pressure reconstructions (Ghaemi et al. 2012; 
Pröbsting et al. 2013; Schneiders et al. 2016) using HFSBs, 
LED illumination, high-speed cameras and Lagrangian 
particle tracking. A local validation of the reconstructed 
pressure at critical points in the wall boundary layer shows 
that the dominant pressure fluctuations of the impinging 
jet (10–20 Hz) are well captured by the flow measurement. 
Smaller pressure fluctuations with higher temporal and spa-
tial frequencies are less resolved at the chosen spatial and 
temporal resolution of the measurement, however, they are 
also less relevant for the estimation of loads on the wall.
The good agreement of the LPT pressure and the micro-
phone pressure used as reference can be attributed to the 
accurate determination of the particle acceleration with 
LPT, which has been shown to give better results than 
correlation-based flow mesurement techniques (van Gent 
et al. 2017). The uncertainty of the measured acceleration 
is directly dependent on the position accuracy of tracked 
particles, which itself relies on the clear imaging of single 
particles. Using HFSB as large tracer particles has been 
shown to be suitable to image large measurement volumes 
(Schneiders et al. 2016; Huhn et al. 2017).
Temporal and spatial resolution of the mesurement 
limit the spectral range of pressure fluctuations that can 
be reconstructed. The spatial resolution of LPT could be 
considerably increased by the Shake-The-Box approach 
(Schanz et al. 2016) that we use here. In our measurement, 
the spatial resolution is limited by the particle image den-
sity on the camera sensor. The seeding concentration could 
Fig. 9  Profile of instantaneous wall pressure fluctuations [Pa] at 
z = 0 in a space-time plot at U = 4m/s. FlowFit settings: Case 1. The 
dashed line indicates a velocity of 2.5 m/s as reference. Microphones 
positions are indicated with solid lines
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be increased by reducing the thickness of the measurement 
volume. The seeding concentration of HFSBs is also limited 
by the production rate of HFSB nozzles. In our experiment, 
a direct seeding into the fan was feasible and a high seeding 
concentration in the closed chamber could be reached after 
a waiting time of a few minutes. In wind tunnels, however, 
mesh screens and the limited life time of HFSBs (Huhn et al. 
2017) prevent global seeding, while local upstream seeding 
requires large seeding rakes that may induce undesirable per-
sistent flow structures. The reachable temporal resolution 
of the measurement is given by the frame rate of available 
high-speed cameras. Specifically for pressure reconstruction, 
the temporal resolution is critical for an accurate determi-
nation of the particle acceleration. Generally, the temporal 
resolution limits the maximum flow speed at which particles 
can still be tracked realiably (here: pixel shift ≤ 20 pixels/
frame). Recently developed multi-pulse strategies (Novara 
Fig. 10  Amplitude frequency spectra of unfiltered pressure signals and RMS ratio at U = 4m/s
Fig. 11  Coherence spectra of the pressure time series shown in Fig. 8 
at U = 4 m/s
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et al. 2016; van Gent et al. 2017) allow for a pressure recon-
struction from LPT at higher flow velocities.
The pressure fields are reconstructed with the regular-
ized interpolation scheme FlowFit (Gesemann et al. 2016). 
Different boundary conditions and regularizations result in 
only small differences between the pressure fields. When 
validated with the correlation coefficient between time series 
of the LPT pressure signal and the reference microphone 
pressure, the differences turn out to be insignificant, i.e., the 
reconstruction scheme is insensitive to the boundary condi-
tions at the wall.
In conclusion, the use of highly seeded Lagrangian parti-
cle tracking with the Shake-The-Box approach allows for the 
measurement of velocity fields and the reconstruction of the 
instantaneous pressure field down to the wall of structures 
or models in a large volume. In lowspeed flows, unsteady 
pressure fluctuations in the order of ∼ 0.5 Pa can be reli-
ably measured. With this sensitivity, the method extends 
the accessible measurement range to small instantaneous 
pressure fluctuations that cannot be detected with pressure 
sensitive paint (PSP). Pressure reconstruction from dense 
Lagrangian particle tracking offers the possibility to derive 
small forces and moments on wings and models in the wind 
tunnel. It is, therefore, ideal for the study of unsteady flow 
phenomena and the induced loads on structures, e.g., for 
efficiency studies in biomimetic propulsion or for the locali-
zation of the sources of aeroacoustic noise close to walls.
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